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1 IntroductionIn the last few years, the problem of continuously morphing or deforming an object or image intoanother object or image has become increasingly popular in computer graphics and computer vision.This problem is also called shape transformation, shape metamorphosis, and shape interpolation.In this problem, we are given two shapes � and � and we are asked to produce a continuoussequence of shapes \between" � and �. Rendering this sequence continuously as an animation willshow � transforming into �. This problem has applications in animation, special e�ects in moviesand entertainment, contour interpolation in medical imaging, computer-aided geometric design,and handwriting recognition.There are many qualities that are desirable in a good morphing scheme. Since � and � areusually connected and are not self-intersecting, all intermediate shapes should also be connectedand non-self-intersecting. The morphing should transform a connected portion of � to a connectedportion of �. It is also useful for the transformation process to treat � and � as near-rigid objectsand to avoid superuous deformations during the morphing.There are two common ways used in the literature to specify morphing schemes. The �rstapproach uses implicit functions to represent the morphing [6, 13, 15, 17]. Many of these techniquescompute two implicit functions. The zero-set of the �rst implicit function assumes the shape of �and the zero-set of the second implicit functions assumes the shape of �. The sequence of morphedshapes is obtained by interpolating between these two implicit functions. Turk and O' Brien [23]combine the problems of creating and interpolating implicit functions by casting the problem in adimension one more than the dimension that � and � are embedded in. This approach is elegantand has proven to be quite successful. It ensures that every interpolated shape is non-intersecting.It can also create reasonable transformations when � and � have di�erent topologies. However, ithas the drawback that correspondences between various parts of � and � are not made explicit.Further, it is di�cult for the user to specify or control important correspondences.The second popular approach makes the correspondence induced by the morphing scheme ex-plicit. These techniques �rst compute correspondences between points (for instance, the vertices)of � and � and then creates intermediate shapes as de�ned by interpolated positions between thecorresponding points [9, 18, 21, 22]. Since the interpolated positions are usually chosen to lie onthe segments or splines joining corresponding points, these techniques usually �nd it very di�cultto ensure that intermediate shapes do not self-intersect.Surprisingly, this interesting problem has received very little attention in the computationalgeometry community. Guibas and Hershberger [10] considered the problem when � and � aren-vertex parallel polygons, i.e., polygons with the same sequence of angles. They showed thatany two parallel polygons can be morphed into one another such that every interpolating polygonis also parallel to the initial and �nal polygons. They described an algorithm to perform themorphing that requires O(n4=3+") \moves," for any " > 0. Hershberger and Suri improved thisbound to O(n log n) [14]. When � and � are simple polygons, an approach that has been used isto �nd \compatible" decompositions of � and � and to use these decompositions to generate thecorrespondences between � and �. Aronov et al. [3] show that a compatible triangulation (also calleda piecewise-linear homeomorphism) of size �(n2) exists between two n-vertex simple polygons.Gupta and Wenger [12] construct compatible triangulations whose size is within a constant factorof optimal. Shapira and Rappaport [8] decompose the polygons into star-shaped pieces. Theirtechnique is not able to avoid all self-intersections during the morphing and can take O(n4) time.1
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Figure 1: The two polylines � and � and an example of a morphing between them.In this paper, we consider the morphing problem in the plane. We are given two non-intersectingsimple polygonal chains (or polylines) � and � in the plane. A morphing scheme �(�; �) = f(t) j0 � t � 1g from � to � is a family of polylines such that � = (0); � = (1), and for every 0 � t � 1,(t) is connected and simple. See Figure 1 for an example of a morphing. We compute a morphingscheme from � to � that consists of two parts. The �rst part is an explicit mapping between � and�; we specify this mapping using two functions f : [0; 1] ! � and g : [0; 1] ! � that parameterize� and �, respectively. We enforce the natural requirement that f and g are monotone along � and�. The second part of the morphing scheme speci�es a trajectory connecting every point f(u) tothe corresponding point g(u), for 0 � u � 1. It seems natural to restrict ourselves to morphingschemes where the trajectory connecting f(u) and g(u) is a line segment. In fact, this model formorphing is implicit in the work of Alt and Godau on computing the Fr�echet distance between twopolylines [2]. Unfortunately, it is easy to come up with examples of � and � where such trajectoriescause (t) to self-intersect, for at least one value of t. In this paper, we adopt the policy of movingf(u) to g(u) along the Euclidean shortest path from f(u) to g(u) that avoids � and �. This policyguarantees that all intermediate morphs are simple, since f and g are monotone along � and � andshortest paths do not cross each other (although, two such shortest paths might have a commonsub-path). The resulting morphing is straightforward: we move each point f(u) along its designatedpath at a constant speed proportional to the length of the path. This morphing is guaranteed tobe connected. Note that once we specify the mapping functions f and g, the morphing scheme iscompletely determined.Given these requirements on the morphing scheme, it is possible to generate an uncountablenumber of di�erent morphing schemes. Clearly, some schemes are better than others. If � and �are similar to each other, it is natural to expect that a good morphing scheme will ensure that everypoint on � will travel roughly the same distance to its target on �. Motivated by this observation,we de�ne the width W (f; g) of a morphing scheme speci�ed by the functions f and g to be themaximum distance that a point f(u) on � travels to its target g(u) on �, where the maximum istaken over all values of u. We seek morphing schemes that minimize the width over all possiblemorphing schemes. More formally, we de�ne the morphing width of � and � asW(�; �) = minf;g W (f; g):We �rst show that if n is the total number of vertices of � and �, we can compute W(�; �)and a morphing scheme with that width in O(n2 log2 n) time using O(n2) space. To develop this2



algorithm, we study a combinatorial structure that we call the shortest path diagram that encodesall the shortest paths connecting points on � to points on �. We show that the shortest pathdiagram has O(n2) size and that we can construct it in O(n2 logn) time. We also show that, fora parameter r > 0, we can represent using O(n2) space all shortest paths whose length is at mostr. Our algorithm uses this fact in combination with parametric search [19]. In this respect, ouralgorithm is similar to the technique used by Alt and Godau [2] to compute the Fr�echet distancebetween two polylines. However, we need to establish several properties of the shortest path diagramin order to obtain our results.We also consider the problem of computing morphing schemes that are \rigid." Consider thecase when � and � correspond to physical objects. It may be desirable to control the extent bywhich a portion of � or � stretches or compresses during the morphing. Given a constant � > 1,we restrict our attention to morphing schemes that stretch or compress any portion of � or � byat most a factor of �; we show that we can compute in O(n2 log2 n) time using O(n2) space amorphing of minimum width among all such morphings.Finally, we also describe an algorithm that computes in O(n log n) time a morphing schemewhose width is at most 2W(�; �). We obtain this result by proving that if � is a polyline thatseparates � and � such that � cannot be shortened, then we can morph both � and � to � witha morphing scheme of width at most W(�; �). As a technical tool in this algorithm, we developa method to e�ciently solve the following problem: given a polygon part of whose boundary isa concave chain, construct the portion of the Voronoi diagram of the chain that lies inside thepolygon.The morphing width of two polylines is a metric. It is a new method of computing the similaritybetween two polylines. One interesting by-product of our algorithms is a solution to the followingproblem, other variants of which have been considered in the literature [7, 16]: Sweep a polygonwith a chain of guards such that a target moving continuously inside the polygon is discovered.Our techniques ensure that we can minimise the length of the chain of the guards (or approximatethe minimum length) while ensuring that each point in the polygon is swept over only once. Themorphing width may be useful in other applications.2 Geometric PreliminariesWe assume that � and � have common endpoints a and b. It is easy to modify our argumentsand algorithms when this is not the case. Let P be the polygon formed by the union of � and �.For two points a; b 2 P , let �P (a; b) denote the shortest path in the plane between a and b thatlies inside P and let dP (a; b) denote the length of this path. We will drop the subscript when P isclear from the context. For two points p; q 2 @P , it is well-known that the shortest path �(p; q) isa polygonal chain whose vertices are reex vertices of P . We say that the combinatorial structureof �(p; q) is the following sequence: the edge of P that p lies on, the sequence of reex vertices ofP that �(p; q) passes through, and the edge of P that q lies on.We assume that both � and � has length 1; our algorithms can easily be extended when thisassumption is not true. Let f : [0; 1] ! �, where f(0) = a and f(1) = b be a continuous,increasing1 function. Let g : [0; 1] ! �, where g(0) = a and g(1) = b be a continuous, increasingfunction. We say that pair of functions (f; g) induces a mapping from � to � that associates the1The function f is increasing if for every 0 � u1 < u2 � 1, f(u1) is closer to a along � than f(u2).3



point f(u) 2 � with the point g(u) 2 �, where 0 � u � 1. The width W (f; g) of a mapping ismaxfd(f(u); g(u)); 0 � u � 1g. Such a mapping also induces a routing R(f;g), which is the set ofshortest paths f�(f(u); g(u)); 0 � u � 1g. A routing has the nice property that it can be stored inO(n) space, where n is the number of vertices of P .Lemma 2.1 Let (f; g) be a mapping from � to �. As u increases from 0 to 1, let S be the sequenceof combinatorially-di�erent shortest paths in R(f;g). There are O(n) di�erent shortest paths in Sand we can store S in O(n) space.Given a mapping (f; g) from � to �, for 0 � u; t � 1, let �(u; t) be the point on �(f(u); g(u))such that d(f(u); �(u; t)) = td(f(u); g(u)). The following lemma shows how to convert the mapping(f; g) into a morphing.Lemma 2.2 Suppose (f; g) is a mapping from � to �. For 0 � t � 1, let (t) be the sequence ofpoints f�(u; t); 0 � u � 1g. The set � = f(t) j 0 � t � 1g is a morphing scheme from � to �.Henceforth, we concentrate on computing a mapping (f; g) from � to � and ignore the process ofconverting it into a morphing.3 The Shortest Path DiagramIn this section, we de�ne the shortest path diagram and establish some of its properties. Theshortest path diagram represents all the shortest paths inside P in terms of their combinatorialstructures. In order to compute a mapping from � to �, we need to concern ourselves only withthose shortest paths that connect a point of � to a point of �. However, in this section, we willconsider shortest paths between all points of P .We parameterize every point p 2 @P by the counter-clockwise distance from a to p along @P ,divided by the perimeter of P . Let � : [0; 1) ! @P denote the bijective function correspondingto this parameterization; thus, �() maps every point in @P to a point in the interval [0; 1). Theshortest-path diagram SP of P is a decomposition of the unit square into maximally connectedregions such that for any points (u1; v1) and (u2; v2) in the same region, the combinatorial structuresof the shortest paths �(�(u1); �(v1)) and �(�(u2); �(v2)) are identical. We will use the terms faces,arcs, and nodes, respectively, to denote the regions of SP , the boundaries between the regions ofSP , and the points where more two or more arcs of SP meet. Two adjacent faces correspond toshortest paths whose combinatorial structures di�er by one element. Therefore, every node in SPhas even degree.. We now prove that the size of SP is O(n2). We �rst characterize the arcs of SP .Lemma 3.1 Let (u; v) be a point on an arc of SP . Then the shortest path � = �(�(u); �(v))satis�es one of the following conditions:1. If � consists of only one edge, then � passes through a vertex of P .2. If � contains two or more edges, then either the �rst or last edge of � touches two vertices ofP .Proof : Suppose the conditions of the lemma are not true. Then there exists a circle C of suitablysmall radius centered at (u; v) such that for any point (u0; v0) 2 C, �(�(u); �(v)) and �(�(u0); �(v0))are combinatorially equivalent, which contradicts the fact that (u; v) is a point on an arc of SP .4



Corollary 3.2 If (u; v) is a node of SP , then both the �rst and last edges of �(�(u); �(v)) areincident on two vertices of P .Lemma 3.3 There are O(n2) nodes in SP .Proof : For two points p; q 2 @P , we say that the shortest path �(p; q) is special if both the �rstand last edges of �(p; q) are incident on two vertices of P . We prove that there are O(n2) specialshortest paths in P , which proves the lemma. Let �(p; q) be a special shortest path and let e andf be the edges of �(p; q) that are incident on p and q respectively. There are four types of specialpaths:1. Both p and q are vertices of P . Clearly, there are O(n2) such special paths.2. p is not a vertex of P but q is. In this case, let r be the vertex of P that lies in e and is closerto p. The special path �(r; q) is of the previous type, so we can charge �(p; q) to �(r; q).3. p is a vertex of P but q is not. We handle this case in a manner similar to the previous case.4. Neither p not q is a vertex of P . We can handle this case by combining the arguments forthe previous two cases.A simple perturbation argument shows that any shortest path can be continuously transformedinto a special path of the same combinatorial type, which implies that the number of faces of SPis O(n2). We can now state the following theorem:Theorem 3.4 If P is a polygon with n vertices, then its shortest-path diagram has O(n2) size.In order to describe the algorithm to construct SP , we prove a property of the nodes of SP .Lemma 3.5 There are four arcs incident on every node of SP .Proof : Let (u; v) be a node of SP . Let C be a circle of suitably small radius centered at (u; v). Wecan �nd two constants "1; "2 > 0 such that the four points (u� "1; v � "2) are contained in C andthe following two properties hold:1. The combinatorial types of �(�(u+"1); �(v+"2)), �(�(u+"1); �(v�"2)), �(�(u�"1); �(v+"2)),and �(�(u� "1); �(v � "2)) are di�erent and2. for every point (u0; v0) in C, the combinatorial type of �(�(u0); �(v0)) is identical to that ofone of these four paths.Therefore, there are four faces of SP adjacent to (u; v), which proves the lemma.The next lemma establishes the relationship between two nodes that are connected by an arc.We �rst de�ne some notation. Let (u; v) be a node of SP and let e be the �rst edge of �(�(u); �(v)).We de�ne the �rst pivot vertex of (u; v) as follows: If �(u) is a vertex of P , then the �rst pivotvertex is the other vertex of P that e is adjacent on; otherwise, it is that vertex of P on e that iscloser to �(u). Similarly, we de�ne the last pivot vertex using the last edge of �(�(u); �(v)).5



Lemma 3.6 Let (u; v) and (u0; v0) be two nodes of SP that are incident on the same arc of SP . Letr and s be the �rst and last pivot vertices of �(�(u); �(v)), respectively. De�ne r0 and s0 analogously.One of the following two conditions holds:1. Either r = r0 and the triangle with r, �(u), and �(u0) does not contain any vertices of P inits interior, or2. Either s = s0 and the triangle with s, �(v), and �(v0) does not contain any vertices of P inits interior, orWe are now ready to describe the algorithm for constructing SP . There are two main steps.1. We construct the set S of all the nodes of SP . To do so, we compute the shortest pathsbetween all pairs of vertices of P using the techniques of Guibas et al. [11]. We add the nodecorresponding to each of these paths to S. If we compute the shortest path for a pair ofvertices (p; q), where p is a reex vertex, then we extend the �rst edge of �(p; q) backwardtill it intersects @P at a point p0 by performing a ray-shooting query [5]. We then add thenode corresponding to (p0; q) to S. We perform a similar process if q is a reex vertex and ifboth p and q are reex vertices. As a by-product of the process of computing all the shortestpaths, we also store for each reex vertex v of P a sorted list Lv of all the vertices of P thatare visible to v.2. We connect all the nodes in S by the arcs of SP . Let (u; v) be a node computed in theprevious step and let r and s be the �rst and last pivot vertices on �(�(u); �(v)), respectively.We assume, without loss of generality, that �(�(u); �(v)) is directed from �(u) to �(v) andthat r is to the left of �(�(u); �(v)). We do a binary search to locate �(u) in the list Lr. Letp be the vertex in Lr to the left of �(u). Let p0 be the point on @P obtained by extending thesegment rp beyond p (we have already computed p0 in the previous step). We connect (u; v)to the node (��1(p0); v). We execute an analogous procedure with �(v) and s.The correctness of the algorithm follows from Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 3.6. We now analyzethe running time of the algorithm. We can compute the shortest path tree for each vertex of Pin O(n) time per vertex [11]. We can answer each ray-shooting query made in Step 1 in O(log n)time [5]. Thus, we spend a total of O(n2 logn) time in Step 1. In Step 2, for each arc we add, wespend O(log n) time. Therefore, the running time of the algorithm is O(n2 logn). The algorithmuses O(n2) space. If it is enough to output the nodes and arcs of SP as we �nd them, we can reducethe space requirement to O(n log2 n) using the technique of Agarwal et al. [1] to store the visibilitygraph of a polygon compactly. We defer the details to the full version of the paper.Theorem 3.7 We can construct the shortest path diagram of a polygon with n vertices in O(n2 log n)time using O(n log2 n) working space.4 Exact AlgorithmIn this section, we present an algorithm for computing a mapping (f; g) between � and � withwhose width is W(�; �), the morphing width of � and �. We will use SP as the basis of ouralgorithm in combination with parametric search.6



We de�ne a trajectory to be an xy-monotone path in SP connecting the points (0; 0) and(��1(b); ��1(b)) Let T be a trajectory in SP . We observe that there is a unique mapping (fT ; gT ) cor-responding to T . We abuse notation and let d(u; v) denote the shortest-path distance d(�(u); �(v)).We de�ne dT = max(u;v)2T d(u; v) as the maximum value that d(u; v) assumes over all points(u; v) 2 T . The following simple lemma is central to our algorithm:Lemma 4.1 If T is a trajectory in SP and (fT ; gT ) is the mapping corresponding to T , then thewidth W (fT ; gT ) = dT .Thus, it is enough to compute the trajectory T � that minimizes the value of dT � over all trajectories.We omit the details of constructing the mapping corresponding to T �.It appears di�cult to compute T � directly from SP . We adopt the following approach, which issimilar to the technique used by Alt and Godau [2] for computing the Fr�echet distance between twopolylines. We compute SP in a pre-processing step. We �rst construct an oracle that determinesfor a parameter r > 0, where there exists a trajectory Tr with d(Tr) � r. Combining this oraclewith parametric search [19] to compute T �. We develop only the details of the oracle since we useparametric search in the standard manner.For r > 0, we de�ne SP (r) to be set of all points (u; v) such that d(u; v) � r; clearly, SP (r)is a re�nement of SP . Our oracle is simple: we �rst construct SP (r) and then check if there is atrajectory that passes only through points of SP (r). To construct SP (r), we note that in each faceof SP , the function d(u; v) has constant description complexity. Therefore, the complexity of theportion of SP (r) inside a face of SP is proportional to the size of that face. Thus, the size of SP (r)is O(n2) and we can compute it in O(n2) time. We use a standard graph search to check if thereis a trajectory that passes only through points of SP (r). Plugging this oracle into the parametricsearch machinery, we obtain the following result:Theorem 4.2 Given two non-intersecting, simple polylines � and �, we can compute a mapping(f; g) between � and � with minimum width in O(n2 log2 n) time using O(n2) space.We can extend this result when we want to control the amount of distortion � and � undergoduring the morphing. We start by formalizing the notion of distortion. Let (f; g) be a mappingfrom � to �. For 0 � u1 < u2 � 1, let f(u1; u2) denote the portion of � between f(u1) and f(u2)and let jf(u1; u2)j denote the length of f(u1; u2); de�ne similar notation for g. For � > 1, we saythat the mapping (f; g) is �-stretched if for every 0 � u1 < u2 � 1, we have that (1=�)jf(u1; u2)j �jg(u1; u2)j � �jf(u1; u2)j. If T is the trajectory corresponding to a �-stretched mapping, we saythat T is �-stretched; it is easy to see that the slope at every point on T lies between 1=� and �.In the rest of this section, we present an algorithm to �nd the �-stretched trajectory T � thatminimizes the value of dT � over all �-stretched trajectories. Once again, we construct an oracle thatchecks, given a parameter r > 0, whether there is a �-stretched trajectory T such that dT � r. Weomit the details of how we combine this oracle with parametric search. We say that a �-stretchedtrajectory T is legal if it does not contain any point in the interior of a cell in S. The followinglemma, which we prove in the appendix, is central to our argument:Lemma 4.3 Given r � 0; � � 1, we can �nd a legal �-stretched trajectory in SP (r) or determinethat no such trajectory exists in O(n2 log n) time.We obtain the following theorem once we use this lemma in combination with parametric search:7
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�p�q r� P 0 prpq (ii)Figure 2: Illustration of the proof of Theorem 5.1: (i) The splitting path �, (ii) the polygon P 0| if the angles at q; r are smaller than �=2 (as in the �gure), we can shortcut pq; pr realizing ashorter path between p and a point inside �(q; r).Theorem 4.4 Given two non-intersecting, simple polylines � and � and a parameter � > 1, wecan compute a �-stretched mapping (f; g) between � and � with minimum width in O(n2 log2 n)time using O(n2) space.5 Approximating the Morphing WidthIn this section, we describe an approximation algorithm for the morphing width of a polygon Pformed by the interior of �[ �. Let s; t be the two common endpoints of �; �, and let � = �P (s; t)denote the shortest path between s and t inside P . Let P1; P2 be the two polygons created fromP by adding �, see Figure 2 (i). The polygon P1 might have a disconnected interior, although oneportion of its boundary is � and the other is �.Theorem 5.1 One can compute in O(n log n) time, a number W , such that W(�; �) � W �2W(�; �).Proof : As above, let � = �P (s; t) be shortest path connecting s to t in P . The curve � can becomputed in linear time using the algorithm of [11], and let q 2 �, r 2 � be the two points thatmaximize dP (�; q), dP (�; r), respectively. Let w = max(dP (�; q); dP (�; r)), where dP (�; x) denotethe minimum length of a shortest path between x any point of �.. The value of w can be computedin O(n log n) time using the algorithm of Corollary 5.4 described below.Clearly, any morphing of P has width at least w, since the morphing paths involving q; r mustbe of length larger than dP (�; q); dP (�; r), respectively. We claim that P1; P2 can be swept withwidth w, which implies the result, as one can easily verify. We show this for P1, a similar argumentholds for P2.Let P1 be the region limited by � [ �. We parameterize �; � monotonically, such that � =[1s=0�(s); � = [1t=0�(t). Let u(s; t) denote the geodesic distance, inside P1, between the points�(s); �(t). By construction, for any 0 � a0 � 1, there exits a b0 such that u(a0; b0) � w. Fur-thermore, we claim that if there exists b1 � b0 such that u(a; b1) � w then u(a0; v) � w, for allb0 � v � b1.Indeed, assume for the sake of contradiction, that this is false, and let a0; b0; b1, such thatb0 � b1, b1 � b0 is minimized, u(a0; b0); u(a0; b1) = w, and u(a0; v) > w for all b0 < v < b1. Letp = �(a0); q = �(b0); r = �(b1), pq = �P1(p; q), qr = �(q; r), and rp = �P1(r; p). Let P 0 be the8



polygon bounded by  = pq[qr[rp, and we assume without lose of generality, that  is orientedsuch that the interior of P 0 lies to the left of , see Figure 2 (ii).We assume that pq and rp are disjoint in their interior. Otherwise, the following argumentcan be applied to their portions that are disjoint.Note that pq; qr; rp are all portions of shortest paths, and can not be shortened inside P 0,since P 0 � P . In particular, except for p; q; r all other vertices of P 0 have an angle at least �(otherwise, short-cutting would be possible). Following the same reasoning, the angles of P 0 at q; rmust also be at least �=2 (otherwise, pq or rp can be shortcut). The angle � of P 0 in p is nonzero.In particular, the sum of the angles of P 0 is at least (k � 3)� + 2(�=2) + �, where k is the numberof vertices of P 0. This is impossible, as the sum of angles of a polygon having k vertices is equal to(k � 2)�. A contradiction.It is now straightforward to prove, that the setU = n(s; t) ��� 0 � s; t � 1; u(s; t) � wois connected and contains (0; 0) and (1; 1). In particular, U contains an xy-monotone curve thatconnects (0; 0) to (1; 1). (The xy-monotonicity follows from the structure of the Voronoi diagraminduced by � inside P . See Lemma 5.3 below.) This curve corresponds to a morphing of � to �with width at most w.Set W = 2w, and the result follows.Note, that we can construct a morphing realizing the morphing width of Theorem 5.1. Theidea is to parameterize �; �, project the parameterized points into its nearest point on � usingthe Voronoi diagram of Lemma 5.3 (described below), and �nally merge the time stamps of theprojection to create the time table of the morphing. The details are straightforward but somewhattedious, and we omit them from this abstract. We conclude:Theorem 5.2 One can compute in O(n log n) time, a number W , such that W(�; �) � W �2W(�; �). Furthermore, one can compute the parameterization of �; � that realizes this morphing.5.1 Computing the Voronoi Diagram Induced by a Shortest-Path inside PIn this section, we describe how one can compute the furthest point inside a polygon from a givenshortest path � = �P (s; t). To do so, we describe how to compute the induced Voronoi diagraminside P . To do so, we �rst split P into two polygons P1; P2, as above, and we compute the Voronoidiagram inside each such polygon separately.For x 2 @P1, let V (x) be the nearest point of � to x under the geodesic distance induced by P1.The functions V (x) is induced by the geodesic Voronoi diagram induced by �. Indeed, for a pointx 2 P1, the nearest point of � to x is either a vertex of �, or lines in the interior of an edge of �.Thus, we can compute the decomposition of P1 into cells, induced by what feature of � is closestto all points of such a cell. We refer to this decomposition as the geodesic Voronoi diagram of P1de�ned by the curve �.We are not aware of any near-linear time algorithm for computing this Voronoi diagram in thegeneral case (when � is an arbitrary and not a portion of a shortest-path).9



R1 R2 R3 R4R5 R6 R7Q
�(i) e S0S1 S2 S3(ii)Figure 3: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 5.3 (indices were omitted in the �gure): (i) Decom-posing each Q into cells of the Voronoi diagram, and (ii) Decomposing an edge Voronoi cell bydoing vertical sweeping. S0; S1; S2; S3 are the resulting sub-polygons. Each polygon except S0 hasan associated gateway. all paths fom inside such a polygon to e passes through the gateway.Lemma 5.3 One can compute the Voronoi diagram induced by � inside P1; P2 in O(n log n) time.Proof : We describe the construction for P1. A similar construction would work for P2. LetQ1; : : : ; Qm be the closures of the maximal connected components of the interiors of P1 (i.e., webreak P1 into the connected components of its interior, as we can solve the problem for eachsuch connected component separately). Clearly, the overall combinatorial complexity of the Qis isbounded by O(n).Let �i denote the portion of � inside Qi. Ww need to compute the Voronoi diagram of �i insideQi. However, since � can not be shortcutted inside Qi, and since Qi no longer has degenerateboundary (i.e., like P1). We conclude �i must be concave.The Voronoi diagram induced by �i inside Qi is induced either by the interior of an edge of �i,or alternatively, a vertex of �i. The bisector between the interior of an edges, and its endpoint, isno more than a ray perpendicular to the edge emanating from the vertex directed into the interiorof Qi. Each vertex of �i induce two such rays, and the region between them is the portion of theVoronoi diagram which is closest to the vertex. Since �i is concave, those ray do not intersect. Inparticular, those ray decompose Qi into a set of polygons R1i ; : : : ; Rui so that each such polygon isthe cell in the Voronoi diagram of either a vertex of �i, or an edge of �i.The decomposition of Qi into R1i ; : : : ; Rui can be computed by preprocessing Qi for ray shooting,and performing u� 1 ray shooting queries in Qi. This takes O(Pmi=1 jQij log jQij) = O(n logn) byusing the algorithm of [11], where jQij denote the number of vertices of Qi.We are left with the task of computing the Voronoi diagram inside each Rji . If Rji is the Voronoicell of a vertex of �i, we can use the algorithm of [20] to compute the Voronoi diagram inside Rhiin O(jRji jlogjRji j) time.If Rji is the Voronoi cell of an edge e (of �i), we note that e is on the boundary of Rji , and wewould like to compute the Voronoi diagram of e inside Rji under the geodesic distance. Rotate Rjiso that e is parallel to the x-axis (note that the two edges adjacent to e must be vertical). For apoint x 2 Rji , the shortest-path to e always end by a vertical segment connected to e. In particular,if we shoot a vertical ray upwards from each vertex of Rji which is vertically visible from e (weassume that all the vertices that see e are above it), we decomposed Rji into polygons S1; : : : ; S�,so that the shortest-path to e, for an x 2 Sk, is either by a vertical segment (this is true only forthe polygon Si that have e on its boundary), or alternatively, the shortest-path passes through avertex of Sk, and this vertex is the one having a separating vertical ray through it. Thus, we cannow compute the Voronoi diagram of e inside Rji by computing the Voronoi diagram for each one10
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Let p be a point in SP (r). We de�ne a ashlight Fp centered at p to be the wedge with p asorigin and whose two edges have slope � and 1=�, respectively. A point q is illuminated by Fp ifq is inside Fp and the segment pq does not intersect the interior of any cells in S. A point q isilluminated if it is illuminated either by the ashlight F(0;0) or by a ashlight Fp such that p is alsoilluminated. It is clear that (��1(b); ��1(b)) is illuminated i� SP (r) contains a legal �-stretchedtrajectory.We compute the set of illuminated points by performing a sweep starting at (0; 0). It is con-venient to imagine that we are sweeping the set S of cells in the vertical decomposition of thecomplement of SP (r). Each cell in S has constant description complexity and jSj = O(n2). Weuse a sweep line ` making an angle of 3�=4 with the x-axis and moving to the right. We initiallyplace a ashlight at (0; 0) and add more ashlights as the sweep proceeds. At each instant, wemaintain the invariant that we have computed the set of illuminated points to the left of `. Wealso maintain the intervals of ` that are illuminated and the intervals in which ` intersects the cellsof S. The event points of the sweep are the nodes of the cells of S, the intersections of the edges ofthe ashlights with the arcs of the cells of S, and intersections between the ashlights themselves.The last two types of events are interesting.1. The intervals of ` illuminated by two ashlights intersect. It is easy to see that the union ofthese two ashlights is connected to the right of `. Thus, we can merge these two ashlightsinto one.2. The edge of a ashlight Fp intersects the boundary of a cell c 2 S. We trace the illuminatedportion of @c until we reach a point r where this illuminated portion ends. If the line throughp and r is tangent to c and does not intersect the interior of any other cell in S near r, weadd a ashlight centered at r.There are at most 2jSj + 1 ashlights created during this sweep, since we place at most twoashlights on the boundary of each cell in S. Every time we merge two ashlights, we decrease thenumber of ashlights by one. Therefore, there are O(jSj) events during the sweep, each of whichwe can process in O(log n) time. Since jSj = O(n2), we have proven the lemma.It is easy to see that if there is a legal �-stretched trajectory, then there is a polygonal trajectorywhose vertices are the origins of the ashlights placed by the algorithm. Therefore, the algorithmwill detect that (��1(b); ��1(b)) is illuminated. Since the converse is also true, we have establishedthe correctness of the algorithm.
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